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The truth about local tax caps
vidual property tax bills or individual
property assessments. Instead, it alWhat is the Property Tax Extension
lows a taxing district to receive a limLimitation Law? While this law is
ited inflationary increase in the aggremore commonly referred to as “tax
gate tax extension on existing propercaps” or “PTELL”, that doesn’t do
ty, plus an additional amount for new
much in the way of explaining the im- construction.
pact it has on taxing districts and tax
payers.
The limit slows the growth of revenue
to taxing districts when property valPTELL is designed to limit increases in ues and assessments are increasing
property tax extensions (total taxes
faster than the rate of inflation. As a
billed) for non-home rule taxing diswhole, property owners have some
tricts.
protection from tax bills that increase
only because the assessed value of
As I mentioned, this law is commonly their property is rising.
referred to as "tax caps." However,
However, the limitation has more imthe use of this phrase can be mislead(See PTELL on page 2)
ing. PTELL does not "cap" either indiBy Brenda Matherly

August 11—21

Illinois State Fair
Click here for State Fair
daily schedule.
August 22
Last day for public body
to pass ordinance establishing a
referendum
August 26—Sept. 5
Du Quoin State Fair

Illinois residents leaving the state
Both rural and urban areas experience population declines

Did You Know…?
County government is the only
form of local government that covers the entire
state.

By Kevin Rund

Illinois policies and politics seem to
be having an effect on the state’s
population—and it’s not good.
Census reports from earlier this year
show that Illinois’ population shrank
from July 2014 to July 2015. That
loss is driven primarily by outmigration to other states.
Our state was one of only seven in
the nation to lose population for that
period. From 2013 to 2014 we had
lost 7,391 (December’s estimate had
pegged it near 10,000.) Last year,
that figure stood at 22,194. Prior to
that, the last time Illinois had lost

population was in 1988.
For decades, much of the rural portion of Illinois had been experiencing
losses in population while most urban
centers were growing. But several
factors appear to have come together so that, today, even the major
population centers in the state are
hearing the sound of slamming doors
as their residents walk away.
Prominent among the losers was Chicago. Not just the city, but also
Cook County and the entire Chicago
region. The City of Chicago lost
2,890 people in the past year, more
(See Population on page 5.)
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PTELL
pact on each of the taxing districts than on individual properties. For those districts under
PTELL, the increase allowed in
property tax extensions is limited
to the lesser of 5% or the increase
in the national Consumer Price
Index (CPI) for the year preceding
the levy year. If a taxing district
wants to increase above that,
they must take that request—in
the form of a referendum—to the
voters for their approval.
PTELL was created through legislation in the early 1990s. Over
those early years, PTELL was enforced on Cook and the collar
counties. By about the mid 90’s
a new act was put in place that
allowed county boards to give
voters in all other counties the
opportunity to decide if PTELL
should apply to their counties.
On the flip side, the law also allows county boards of counties
that have PTELL—by referendum—to give voters the opportunity to remove it using the
same referendum process.
To date, 39 counties are subject
to PTELL either through legislative authority, as in the case with
Cook and the collar counties, or
by the support of local voters
through a local referendum.
For those counties that have
PTELL, the limiting rate is calculated for each taxing district. The
sum of a district's rates extended
(for those funds subject to the
PTELL) cannot exceed the limiting rate. After calculating preliminary rates for the funds, the
county clerk will compare the
sum of these rates to the limiting
rate. If the sum exceeds the that
rate, the county clerk will reduce
each rate proportionally, unless
instructed by a taxing district to
reduce them in a different way.
The "limiting rate" is the tax rate
that allows the taxing district to
impose the maximum amount of
property taxes allowed under
PTELL. The sum of all tax rates
for funds subject to the PTELL
cannot exceed the limiting rate.
The limiting rate is similar to a

PTELL
tax rate (the rate used to bill
property taxes). Taxing districts
levy by fund and property taxes
are extended using a tax rate for
each fund. A taxing district will
often have several funds. Some
examples of those funds include
corporate, bonds and interest,
tort liability, transportation, and
education. Unlike non-PTELL
counties, those taxing districts
under PTELL must consider the
previous year's extensions for all
affected funds. Those districts
under PTELL are required to
“limit” their extension increase
from the previous year to the
current CPI or 5 percent, whichever is less.
When PTELL is approved in a
county, it applies to those taxing
districts that are located entirely

within the county boundaries. A
taxing district that overlaps two
or more counties is treated differently.
When a taxing district overlaps
two or more counties, two conditions must be met before the taxing district becomes subject to
PTELL. First, all counties in which
the taxing district is located must
hold a PTELL referendum. Second, a majority of the taxing district's equalized assessed value
(EAV) must be located in counties
where voters have approved the
referenda. If these two conditions are met, the entire district
becomes subject to PTELL.
For example, take a school district that straddles the boundary
of two counties. In order for that
school district to be limited un-
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der PTELL two conditions must
be met. First, both counties
must have held a referenda asking voters to consider PTELL.
And, second, the county where
the majority of the school’s EAV
is located must approve PTELL.
If those two conditions are met, then
the entire school
district becomes
subject to PTELL,
even the portion
located in the
county where the
PTELL vote failed.
A question asked by
many property
owners is…does
PTELL guarantee
that individual tax
bills will not increase more than
the limitation? NO!
PTELL only limits
increases in taxing
districts' extensions. Individual
tax bills may still
increase or decrease.
Some of the reasons tax bills could
increase more than
the limiting rate
include:


For counties considering a vote
on PTELL, voters might want to
ask themselves one of two questions... Vote yes or no.
Why vote yes for PTELL:


It can provide avenues for
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money the year PTELL passes
to set the “base” at a higher
level to cushion against future year limits.


May cause taxing districts to
limit services residents want
in order to pay for
services required by
law.
May force taxing
district to keep their
levies as high as possible to maximize rate
limits from one year
to the next.



LINK

One or more of
the taxing districts on the tax
bill is located in
a home rule municipality or
special service area not limited by PTELL.

greater involvement by taxpayers since taxing districts
will need to ask voters for
additional revenue increases.



One or more of the taxing
districts on the tax bill over-  An extension limit can provide relief from rapidly rising
laps county boundaries and is
tax bills.
not subject to PTELL.



Voters approved an increase
in tax rates or in the limitation.



The assessed value of the
property increased.



The property has a greater
share of the tax burden because the assessed value of
other property was decreased.

Encourage taxing bodies to
be more responsive to taxpayers. With limited revenue
comes limited services - taxing bodies will need to determine what’s most important
to residents.
Why vote no for PTELL:





The limits do not go into effect immediately allowing
taxing districts to levy more

TAXES
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Crop loss from flooding
Reporting it can reduce your property taxes
By: Brenda Matherly
When it comes to property taxes
do you often feel the entire process is out of your control? If so,
you might be surprised to learn
that farmers have an opportunity
to provide input on factors that
have had a negative impact on a
soils potential to produce a crop.
Reporting those factors can create a per-acre reduction in the
soils assessed value.

guidelines, the landowner should:


Identify the actual
acres affected by
flooding.



Determine, from
yield data, the
extent of crop loss
(in bushels)
caused in each
flood situation.

When the county assessor reduces the assessed value assigned to  Establish a para soil it is called an adjustment
cel’s flooding hisor, a debasement. When there is
tory by compiling
actual yield loss due to flooding,
10 years worth of
an adjustment, known as a flood
damage cause by
debasement, can be applied to
flooding.
those acres that suffered the
loss.
 File this information and docuHowever, in order to receive a
mentation with
flood debasement, a landowner
the county assessor’s office.
needs to document crop loss percentages and report that inforSince yield information is more
mation to the county assessor.
typically know for field-size areas or larger, it would be easier to
The need for landowner docudetermine yield loss and food
mentation is mentioned in the
if an entire field or
Illinois Department of Revenue’s debasements
property flooded. However,
(IDOR’s) state-wide guidelines.
crop loss most ofThese particular set of guidelines flood-related
ten
occurs
in
smaller
than fieldoutline the process county asses- size areas (such as along
creeks),
sors should use when applying a where variations in the crop
loss
local flood debasement to
are
typically
widespread
throughcropland.
out a field. Computing accurate
flood debasements will apply onWhen applying a flood debasely to areas that suffer actual
ment, the IDOR’s number one
crop loss. This will
guideline states that adjustments flood-related
require
the
input
of someone fashould be given only to those
miliar
with
the
crop
history of
acres that have suffered actual
crop damage supported by docu- the property.
mented yield loss.
To make the documentation proeasier and consistent from
So, where does documentation of cess
one
landowner
to another, many
yield loss come from? You
county assessors will provide the
guessed it…the farmer. As a
with a copy of a
matter of fact, the IDOR suggests landowners
“Flood
Frequency
and Severity
all flood debasements should re- Chart”. (An example
is shown
flect documentation from the
above.)
Once
completed
by the
property owner/representative. landowner, the Flood Frequency
Severity Chart can be used
In order to comply with the IDOR and
by the county assessor as docu-

mentation to show a 10-year history of flooding on those soils.
Landowners can request a copy
of the chart and instructions for
completing it from their county
assessor.
Along with the Flood Frequency
and Severity Chart, additional
proof of flooding might include
crop insurance APH reports, loss
appraisals and/or disaster payment records from the local FSA
office.
The best advice I can give you is
to check with your county assessor on local practices used to
prove crop loss in order to receive a flood debasement.
LINK
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than any other of the top 20 U.S. Cook County declined by 10,488.
cities besides Detroit.
However, compared to its count
of 5.2 million residents, that’s a
mere 0.2 percent, so Cook remains as the nation’s second
most populous county.
And the Chicago metropolitan
area as a whole saw its first decline in population since at least
1990—though some of the collar
counties saw growth spurts.
Only six of the State’s cities with
a population over 50,000 experienced population growth in the
past year (July 2014 to July
2015), including: Champaign,
Elgin, Naperville, Oak Park, Bolingbrook and Aurora. The other
23 communities in that size
range each lost population.
A look at downstate Illinois
doesn’t appreciably change the
picture. Of the 102 counties in
the state, all but 16 lost population from 2014 to 2015. Remarkably, that same statistic applied
to the period from 2010 to 2015,
but with a different mix of coun(See Population on page 7)

2016 Farm Income and Innovations Conference
Developing Innovative Strategies
New this year, the Farm Income and Innovations Conference is replacing the annual
IFB Commodities Conference.
As IFB begins its next century,
we are more focused than ever
on developing innovative strategies to build the legacy of the
Illinois farm community and
future generations.
Join us on Wednesday, July 27
from 8:30 a.m. – 4 p.m. at the
Marriot Hotel and Conference
Center in Normal IL. At the
conference, we will examine
both current and future issues.
Hear from the exerts on trends
and technology impacting today’s farming and take a
glimpse at the future of farming over the next 100 years.

Learn more about the latest projections on food
marketing trends, farm
and nutrient management, ag exports and
trade, drones and precision agriculture, farm income and infrastructure.
For more information,
please contact your County Farm Bureau or visit
www.ilfb.org/FIIC16

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
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Local road funding

State’s partial budget a relief for road jurisdictions
By Kevin Rund

PTELL only
limits increases
in taxing
districts'
extensions.
Individual tax
bills may still
increase or
decrease.

ORIENTATION

The Local Government
Department of the Governmental Affairs and Commodities
Division is ramping up to provide special training on local
government involvement for
counties. Targeted are the
state’s newest county Farm Bureau® managers, but volunteers
in their counties will be invited
to participate. Watch for more
in September's LINK.

With the passage of legislation authorizing the distribution of motor fuel tax (MFT) funds to local units, the State has lifted a real
threat from local jurisdictions. Without that action, road jurisdictions had faced the beginning of the 2017 fiscal year without
MFT revenue from the State.
Counties, municipalities and road districts (including township
road districts) all rely on MFT funds collected by the State. Each
receives their share on a different basis and each has a different
level of dependency on that distribution.
Local government’s share of state-collected MFT is distributed to:
municipalities on the basis of population; to counties on the basis
of the amount of vehicle registration fees received from that
county; and to road districts based on the number of miles of MFT
roads they maintain. For some units, it can make-up a significant
share of the unit’s total highway budget.
Take, for example, township road districts. Each district
statewide receives the same amount of MFT dollars per mile.
That amount is then multiplied by the number of miles the district maintains to determine the district’s total distribution.
But the district also levies
a property tax to help cover highway expenses. Local rates are variable, but
it goes without saying that
the higher the assessed
property base within the
district the higher the potential to garner more
property tax revenue.
Because the MFT distribution is fixed and the property tax levy is variable,
those districts with a low district-wide assessed base rely more
heavily on the MFT. Where the assessed base is high, the MFT
funds are of lesser relative importance.
So, especially for those districts with a low assessed based, the
eleventh-hour action by the General Assembly and the Governor
to authorize distribution of MFT brings a huge sigh of relief.
Though much of the State’s current makeshift budget is good only
until December, the authorization to distribute MFT funds extends through the entire fiscal year 2017.
LINK
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Population
(Continued from page 5)

ties.
Those counties gaining population
over the five-year period included primarily urban counties with
a few downstate counties in the
mix.
But the list of counties growing in
the most recent year included
fewer urban centers and more
rural areas. Granted, both
DeWitt and Henderson Counties
each joined the top 16 for last
year by showing positive growth
of only a single person, and Pike
County stayed out of the negative
growth column by maintaining
zero change. Still, it hints that
rural areas might be turning the
corner sooner than urban areas,
based on the most-recent data.
On the other end of the rural
spectrum, Alexander County—at
the southern end of the state—
has lost an astounding 17.4 percent of its population just since
2010. Its neighbor, Pulaski County, lost 7.4 percent. In fact, a
full three fourths of all Illinois
counties each lost more than a
full percentage point of their
population in those five years.
The ability to fund government
services and attract economic
development is largely dependent
on having a strong population
base. Illinois—and particularly
rural Illinois—is struggling with
that.
Analysts almost universally point
to the State’s political and economic woes as a major reason for
the exodus. Unfortunately, our
rural counties are caught up in
that as much as any. Furthermore, the downturn in the farming economy doesn’t bode well
for a quick recovery in the rural
economy—and thus growth in rural population.
LINK

LINK is published by the IFB® Governmental Affairs & Commodities staff
1701 Towanda Avenue
Bloomington, IL 61701
309-557-3207
www.ilfb.org
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